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n

Attention to programmed learning I.Jgan with theI

introduction of the teaching machine as a technol6gicl aid.

Thefirstofthese.machineswasdeveloped.by Sidney L.
Presscy (1926.) a S'L'.f scoringdevice to facilitate

t7....Q.,

. taking and scoring of objective examinations.. The st..:.dent-

read the question nresented in the aperture Of the machine,.
selected an answer from among several

alternativti3s, and then
pressed the

lotton.coresponding to this dhosen.answer. Tf
. he was correct, the next question appeared in the slot; if
he had made a mistake, the original question remained. The
machine counted his errors, but the tape did not move on to
the next r,t;tion until the right button had been pressed.
Because student knew that he was correct when the
question moved, he had immediate feedback or reinforcement
and thus learned while testing himself. In most respects
Pressey's machine had the same'capabilities as the machines

pnow in use. Yet despite the promise of his experimental
results (Pressey, 1932) the movement in behalf of such

devices lost its im'petus. There are at least two expla-
nations for this. First, no provision was made for systo:7;-

atic programming of materials to be used in these machines,
and, second, the onset of the depression offered an
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unfavorable environment for introduction into the.natIon s

.schools (Lvsaught & Williams, 1963). Because of the:;e

Conditions, no new'researCh of impdrtance 1fl,.prOG.
instrUction was reported until the 1950's.

The publication of. paper by B. F. Skinner (1954)

%
.'kbegan the research and development:of prOgrammed instruction

. lz
."

which has continued to the present. Skinner developed a

machine which differed from Pressey's chiefly in that the

student was not given alternatives to choosp from, but

instead was asked to write his own responses in the s7..aees

slorovided, and then, as a printed tape advanced, the correct

answer appeared-for comprison with what-he had written. The

use of small steps.from simple to complex material assured a

high probability of the student's responie being correct and .

thus reinforced by the comparison response. A further dif-

ference between the Pressey and Skinner devices is that the

Skinner material is so planned that it is not essentially a

review of partially learned material, but rather a "ogran.."

in which the responses of the learner are shaped as he learns.

'Par more complex instructional devices have been

developed beyond that of Pressey and the one first designed

hy Skinner. Many of these machines have been develo7:cdby

the United States Air Force. Lumsdaine (1959), wh had

prominent role in their development, has given a description

of many of thc.
6
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The essence. o.,learning by means of a teachin

machine ries 4not in the machinery, but in the material to be

presented; and it has been found that propery 6esignee, pro,-
/

gramMed b.eoks can Serve about the same purpose as the'simnler

forms of teaching machines:" Programmed books such as

H011and'and-Skinner's The Analsis .of Behavior (1961) are

now available on a wide range of Subjects.

Since a program is designed to do the teaChing with-

out the aid o,f an instructor or other support-,---it neceszar-

ily must begin with what the learner already 'knows. .Lnis

\, knowledge or prior learning is added to by eliciting answers

that are et first hinted at or prompted in order to make the

correct answers highly probable. These answers, once re-

inforced are then overlearned through their repeated use as

a new material is added.

There are two basic types of'programs. The type

advocated by Skinner is called the linear program. The pro-

gram initially asks the student questions which he can

easily answer. t then proceeds through a predeterminaZ

sequence of questions or

struct his own responsep.

vided

program.

"frames" which require him to con-

Less and less "prompting" is pro-

he progresses in very small s cps through the

The_second type of program is the intrinsic or

7



branching program developed by VorMan Ctowder .(195).. This

consist 'Of.a=series of sequential subje-.t Matter,units...

followed by multiple choice questions. The student is pr

vided with additional material on the basis of_his resr)on.c;e.

If he is correct new material is provided. If he selects

the wrong answer, he is directed tO a review page which has

a more detailed explanation of the same. material.

The linear and the branching programs are by no

means the onlY' programs now in existence. There have been

numerous modifications of these basic styles. Many of the

more recent programs make use of branching within a linear

program.

The extensive research Which has been done on pro--

.grammed instruction has demonstrated.that students do learn

from programmed instruction, but the question of how well

students learn'from programs as compared to other kinds of

instructions cannot be answered with as much confidence.

One of the areas of research in programmed learning

has been concerned with a comparison of learning from pro-

grams with leatning from conventional texts. An essential

hypothesis to be treated in this particular area is whether

or not the overt responding, which is the essence of the pro-7

gram, has a significant effeCt on learning. Studies Com-

paring the practice of active response-ve7:s.as th-e- mere

reading of items with the responses filled in are some:I.:at
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equivocal. Hollmd (1960) using psychology as the .sl...:-.)jeet
1

material found that a group which merely read complete

statements made more errors than either active or covert

ro,sponders on a final test, but also toOk less time to com-

plete the program. Senter (1966) compaced threc,methods of

instruction in binary and octal.arithmetic: Norman Crowder's-

branched programmed text (1962), another modified version of

this programmed text, and a narrative text version presenting

the same content material., Both of the programmed instruc-

tional mothoas resulted in significantly greater p rformance

on the criterion test than was obtained by using the narra-

tive tcxt. Silberman (1962) in his summary of 15 studies

comaring programmed texts with narrative texts reported that

9 studies reported superior learning for the programmed

materials and 6 reported no difference. Krumboltz and

Wersman (1962) found no significant difference on immediate

posttest scores between a group using a regular programmed

text and another group using a programmedAext with all

blanks filled in. A-two week delayed retention test, how-.

ever, did show significance in favor of the programmed text

requiring overt responding. A similar study by Crist (1966)

. examined the effects of.overt. versus covert:responding on.

,

retention by sixth grade students using tWO programmed texts, .,

4astronomy. On the immediate posttests' there were slight

but\ nonsignificant differences between the overt and. covert

9



responding groups. On a two week delayed test the slicf.ht

.differences did not,occur,, and the mean covert and overt

scores were almost identical. Roderick and Anderson (1968)

.compared a programmed introduction to psychology with a 0

text-boo?7. Style summary of the same lesson. OVorall, thp

.high school,and. college.studentS who completed the program

scored higher on a posttest than those who studied the.

summary. The advantage of the program was greatest with high

school students.

o

The present study involved a comparison of a branch-.

ing style program in which active responding,(writing of
\.

\responses) was required with the same material presented in

straight na---"ve style. _A programmed text on evc ution

(rhomas, 1971) for fifth grade Children was created rom
,

subject matter provided by 14rhe Anthropology Curricu 12.171

Project" of the University of ,Georgia. A parallel na ative

version of the text was derived directly from the programmed

text for use in this study.

The experimental hypotheses to be tested were:

1. That the programmed text group will score sig-\-

nificantly higher than the parallel narrative \

text group on the posttest.-

2. That the programmed text group will score sig-

nificantly higher than the parallel narratiVe

text group on gain scores from pretetvp to -,:oattest.

1 0
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3. That the programmed text group will score r,;ig-

nificantly higher than the parallel narrative

. text group on.gain scores from pretest to

retention.test.

4. That the programmed text group will require sig-
.

nificantlY more time than.the p rallel narrative

text group to complete their text.

5. That the programmed text group° will give a higher

percentage of favorable responses than the

parallel narrative text group to the text evalu-

ation questionnaire.

11



METHOD

Sublects

The 115 subjects.consisted of four classes of fifth

grade children at Sallie Zetterower Elementary School in

Statesboro, Georgia. Two classes (54 students) were randomly

assigned to receive instruction by the programmed text on

evolution (programmed group) and the remaining two classes

(42 students) to receive instruction by the parallel narra-

tive version (non-programmed group). All classes consisted

of'both white and black, male and female children.

Materials

The materials consisted of copies of a programmed

text on evolution for fifth grade,children, copies of a '

parallel version of the programmed text; copies of a Pronun-

ciation Guide, and a pronunciatioil tape for use on a tape

recorder. All printed materials were reproduced in pica 72

type by offset press. The programmed text (Appendix A) was

written in the branching style and required written respond-

ing from the. subject. The parallel version (Appendix B)
s'

%.

presented the same material with all blanks filled in. The

branching pages for incorrect answers in the'programmed text

12



,were romoVed in the parallel version, but all Other review

matCrial was kept equ711'. The Pronunciation)Guide-(Apn.endix

C) and pronunciation,tape were composed/pf pertinent words.
//

presented in ho h texts. The 21 words printed on 'separate

pages ere divided into syllables and marked for.aecenz. The

voice on, the tape pronounced each ord twice'and then nro

'

vided an opportunity for the students to pronounce the word.

Two forms of a matching type evaluation test, Form A

and Form B (APpendices D and ),.were.also developed for use

ith both grôups Test items were matched for equal diffi-

cultv on both' tests,.

A seven_ question pupil evaluation'survey was designed'

to ohtain an objective qUantification of student opinion.

This survey was attached to Test Form B (ApPendix E).

Procedure

For four days of the week prior to receiving the,

texts subjects il":1 both groups listened to.the pronunciation

and actively responded to it while looking at their own

Pronunciation Guide book. Tape plying.time involved six

minutes each-day. The classroom teacher was instructed not

tO explain any of the words to the,children.

On the fifth day of that week a protest (Form A) was

acinicr.ed to attermine if the ProgramMed and non-
,.

prc9ramied groups differed in prior knowledge o-P the.
. .

13
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'evolutionary cc:ncepts.

,For four days of the following week all,subjC.cts.in

all classes wer ,.?. allowed to go through their assigned

programmed or parallel narrative book at their own speed. A
.

record was kept of the working times for each subject. The

exberimenter was present at all classes to supervise the

sessions.

On the fifth day of that week a posttest (Form B)

was administered. A student evaluation form was attached to

the posttest:

Two weeks from the day of the posttest 4 retention

test was administered (Form A) to all subjects.

The Cali-fornia Rnadi_rg 9"1.e (P,,rm T1) had been

administered approximately eight months prior to this study

as a routine school, policy. Reading level scores were thus

obtained for all subjeCts tO determine if the two groups had

comparc:ble reading skill.

14
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RESULTS

Table 1 shows the grouo mean 'Scores and standard

deviations for the, programmed and non-programmea text groulx;

on the California Reading Test and the.pretest (Evolution-

Form A). The programmed group had a reading level of 5.9,

while the non-programmed group had a reading level of 5.7.

This difference was not significant at the .05 level

.549) . On the pretest (Evolution-Form A) , the pro-

grammed group had a mean of 7.0, while the non-programmed

grouo had a mean of 7.3. This difference was not signifi-

anLeiLther (t = .409, p>.05). Thus it was assumed that

there, was no difference betWeen the programmed text group

and the non-programmed text group on prior knowledge of evo-
,

lution or on reading ability.

Table 2 presents the source table for a two factor

analysis of variance performed on the posttest scores.

Factor A conSisted of the programmed vs. non-programmed con-

ditions and factor,B consisted of three reading levels. The

California Reading Test levels which divided those students

'scoring below 4.5 and those scoring above 5.5 from the 4.5

to 5.5 range, evaluated the effect of reading ability on the

test performance of the two text groups. The ,complctelv

15
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TABLE f

Mean3 ana Standard Deviations of Cali:.2ornia Reading)Test
(Form W) and Pretest (Form :L) Scores

California Reading Test Pretest

Standard Standard,
Mean Deviation Mean Deviation

Programmed Group 5.851 1.967 7,037 3.018

Non-Programmed Group 5.657 .1.505 7,309 3.342

TABLE 2

Analysis of Variance Table for Posttest
Scores and Reading Level

Source SS df MS

Text (A)

Reading Level

A x-B

WCell

(B)

147.407

1270.779

1.681,

1552.70

1

2

2

90

147.407

635.389

.840

17.252

8.544

36.629

.048

.01

.01

16
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factorial design with an unweigted mean analysis

for unequal n's-(ark, 1960). yielZ:od a'significant difference

between th::: programmed and non-programmed groups (F = 0.544,

n<(.01) and reading levels (F = 36.829, p.4(.01). There was

no significant interaction between reading level and the

progrommed and non-programmed text grouns,

In Table 3 are presented the posttest gain =score

means. .(posttest minus preteSt scores) and the two week

delayed retention test gaih score means (retention test minus

pretest scores) for the programmed and non-nrogrammed groups.

The programmed text group had amean posttest.gain score of

9.2, while the non-progracmmed group had a mean gain score of

6.1. This difference waS significant beyond the .01 level

(t =3.694) On the,retention test the programmedgroun.had
I

a Mean gain score of 6.6, while the non-programmed group had

again score nean of. 4.5. This difference was significp.nt

beyond the .01 level also = 2,828).

Time scores for completion of the programmed and the

.non-programmed text are presented in Table 4. The Mean time

for com21ct1on of the programmed text was 118.8 minutes,

while the mean time for th: non-programmed groun was 52.2

minutes. This difference is significant beyond the .01 level

= 15.56S).

The results of the student questionnaire responses

17
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are preSented in Tables 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. The

Pronunciation Guides and tape recording presentations which

were utilized prior to the text study sess:.ons were juCtled by

the fifth grade children to be helpful.'-Seventv-onc. Percent

of the Programmed group and 84.4% of the non-programmed group

reported that "it helped a lot." On the question concerning

how much diffitulty was encountered following directions in

the texts, 58% of the programmed group reported "no trouble,"

while 75.6% of the non-pzcogrMmed group reported "no

trouble." T"able 7 presents the results of thequestion con-.

corning whether or not the students enjOyed the text on evo-,

lution; 78.8% of the programmed group and 75.8% of the non-

prograrv.rac4d group "liked it very much." Table 8 gives the

results of the responses to the question concerning how

difficult the text was to understand; 69.7% of the programmed

group reported that "it was a little hard" as did 63.6% of

the non-programmed group. None of the students in either

group reported that "it was hard." Table 9 presents the.

data from the question of whether ot not the students pre-

ferred their text to a teacher; 86.6% of the programmed

groun and 60.6% of the non-programmed-group said "yes." The

data concerning the question of whether or not the students
-

,

believed they learned more from-their text on evolution than

from a regular text is p.esented in-Table,10; 90.4% of the

18



TABLE 3

Means and Standard Deviations of Posttest
and Retention Test Gain Scores

15

Posttest
Gain

Standard
Mean Deviation

Retention Test
'Gain

Mo:n
Standard
Deviation

Programmed Group

son-Prorammed Group

9.2

'6.1

3.912

.4.126

-d 6.611

4.523

. 4.04

3.146
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TABLE 4

Number of Minutes Requiredrfor Completion of
Programmed and Non-Programmed Text-

Time (minutes) to Completion of Texl:

Standard
Mean Deviation

Programmed Group

Non-Programmed Group

118.78

32.24 12.86

TABLE 5

How much did the pronunciation guide and the tape recording
help you learn the words in this 'book?

It did
not help

It helped
a little

. It helpc.:
a lot

Programmed Group 3.2% 25.8% 71%

Non-Programmed Group 6.2% 9.4% 84.4%

20
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TABLE 6

How much trouble did you have following
directions in your book?

I had no I had a little I had a lot
trouble trouble -of trouble

Programmed Group 58% 39.7%

Non-Programmed Group 75.6% L 24.2% 0%

TABLE 7

Did you enjoy your book on evolution?

I did not It was I liked it
like it all right very much

Programmed Group 3% 18.2% 78.8%

Non-Programmed Group 6% 18,.2%
. 75.8%

TABLE. 8

1How difficult was your book for you to understand?

It was
eaSy

It was a It was
little hard hard

Programmed Group

Non-Programmed Group 63 .6% C%
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TABLE 9

Would you rather learn from a book like the onc you
just read than from a teaci=?

Yes Eo

Programmed croup
---

Non-Programmed Group

13.4%

39.4%

TABLE 10

Did you learn more from reading your book oA evolution
than from reading a regular book?

Yes No

'Programmed Group

Non-ProgramMod GroUp

90.4% 9.6%

TABLE 11

How much do you think you know about evolution?

I. do not I know a I know a
understand little about ' great deal
evolution evolution about evolution

Programmed Group 3.2%

Non-Programmed Group n 60.6% 39.4%
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'17.rogrammed group and 97% of the non-programmed group said

"vcs." Table 11 presents the results to the question which

asks how much the students think they know abOut evolution;

54.8% of the programmed group reported they kncw "a

while 42% reported they knew "a great deal" about evolution.

In the non-programmed group 60.6% of the students reported

that they knew "a little," while 39.4% reported that they

knew "a great deal" about evolution.

23
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DISCUSSION

Comparison of the performance of the programmed text

group with the non-programmed text group revealed signifi-

cantly.greater learning for the progranmed text group. The

suiority of the programmed text group on the posttest was

in accord with the findings of Senter (19E; The analysis

of variance i.esultS indicated that reading level did havea.

significant effect, but that there was no interaction between

reading level and programmed or non-programmed text. As

would be exnected, the better reader learned more material

and thus nerformed better on the posttest. The identical

content of the programmed and non-programmed texts would

lead us to expect that there would be no interaction with

reading level.

The retention test results paralleled those of

Krumboltz and Wersman (1962) in that the programmed text

group nerformed significantly better. The statistical re--

sults from the posttest, gain scores, and retention tests

all provide more evidence in favor of the programmed text

and overt responding to be weighed against equally impressive

fiadings to the contrary inother studies (Silberman, 1962).

24
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The only disadvantage observed with the programmod

was in the time required for its use. The non-
e*

programmed text required less than half t1-1 time that the

t)rogrammed text required for completion. This finding, of

\course, would be expected in view of the fact ti-,at the

programmed text necesAtated written responses and had 28

aLritignal "branching" pages. However, the presentation of

tlle material and the amount of review was held constant a,

both texts, with the exception of the "wrong answer' pagr;

(e.g., See page 2 of Appendix A). These pages were. deleted

from the non-programmed text since there was no opportunity

for subjects to respond and thus possibly make errors. This

emission from the non-programmed text only accounts for

eight pages, The primary reason for the size difference is

in the inclusion of instructions and space for responding

in the programmed text. The "right answer" confirmation

pages were included in the non-programmed tezt as a review.

Thus the extra time required for the programmed text can

primarily be accounted for in terms of the overt Aponding.

The time disadvantage of the programmed text must be

ueighed against the superiority in test performance. rhe

fact that the students using programmed texts were exposed

to the material for a longer time cannot be overlooked; it

is -oossible that this longer exposure was responsible for

their better test performance.

25
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Although the programmed text has been shown 'to be

ficantly superior to the non=-programmed text, it should

bQ noted that test score means were rather low in both

Teoups. The programmed text group for example had a moan

score of 16.-2 an the posttest, while the non-programmed

group had a mean of 13.3 out of 26, possible correct re-

sponses. Possible explanations for this could be in the con-

struction of, the tests or in the .lack'of student motivation.

One factor which could possibly account for test difficulty

is the use of single spacing for the questions. Fifth grade

literature is traditionally printed with large type and with

greater spacing. The absence of the usual grade incentive

in the classroom could account for a lack of motivation to

achieve.

The results of the student questionnaire indicate

that the students viewed both texts favorably, with

indications of a slightly greater preference for the pro-

grammed text. The overall favorable attitude of the students

to both te,:ts could possibly be attributed to a novelty

effect.

The Pronunciation Guides and tape recording were

. used in this study as an aid to learning. The Purnose waS

help the students become famaliar with some of the diffi-

cult words Ana-to generate enthusiasm for their. progra=ed

26
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.onprogrammed text. The only measure of its value

tained in this study was from student responSes. Student

c-cstionnaire results indicated that the Pronunciation

c-A'des were.helpful.
,

Looking oat the programmed text, we can s'ee,not only

t'nat it is superior to the non-programmed text, but that it

is viewed favorably by fifth grade students.

27
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115 students comprising four classes of the fifth

:1 -

.24

c)rade were divided into two groups according to class. Two

classes were assigned a programmed text on tvolution and the

remaining two were assigned a parallel narrative version.

The programmed text was written in the branching style and
i

required overt (written) responding from the subject. Tlhe

parallel narrative version presented the same material, but

required no written responding. Results from a posttest and

a retention test showed the programmed text to be signifi-

cantly superior td the non-prdgrammed text. The results of

the questionnaire reflected =favorably upon the presentation

of the material on evolution, with indications of slightly

more favorable responses-from the programmed text group.

28
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